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THE impending exploration of the Moon and geologic mapping of its surface 
raise the need for an objective lunar time scale. Pliotogeologic mapping 
already in progress has made this need immediate. and at  the same time 
furnishes the stratigraphic foundation on which the broad framework of a 
lunar time scale may be based. This paper is a report of progress in meeting 
this need. Five major stratigraphic subdivisions will lie described which 
have been adopted for use in detailed photogeologic mapping a t  a scale of 
1 : 1 000 000. 

The geological law of superposition is as valid for the Moon as it is for 
the Earth. but a t  the present time tlic application of this l a i r  to the Moon 
is restricted to  the study of the relation of surface features as they are seen 
through the telescope or as they may be photographed from the Earth or a 
space vehicle. The chronologic relationships of many of the visible features 
of the lunar surface, nevertheless, can be unambiguously determined. 

FIG. 1. Index map of the Moon showing location of the Copernicus region. 

The lunar surface is locally built up of an intricate and complexly over- 
lapping set of layers of ejecta from craters, material underlying the crater 
walls and floors, and material that occupies the maria. The composition and 
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thickness of these layers are not known. though reasonable estimates can in 
some cases be made of the thickness. These are specific problems for future 
exploration. The existence of the layers. however, can be recognized, and 
their stratigraphic succession provides the basis for a relative time scale for 
events in the history of the Iloon. Determination of the absolute age of 
points or events in this time scale. again. is a problem for the future. 

A region around the crater Copernicus was selected for initial detailed 
investigation of the stratigraphy. This region is favorably located near the 
center of the lunar disk (Fig. 1) and is one where the relative succession of 
many stratigraphic units can be worked out. For this reason the Copernicus 
region has become a type area from which we are extending or tracing a 
number of major units by pliotogeologic mapping. 

EJECTA FROM COPERXICL'S 
Copernicus is a somewhat polygonal crater about 90 km across (Fig. 21, 

and about 3500 in deep. measured from rim crest to floor: the rim rises about 
1000 in above the surrouiicling lunar surface. The interior walls of the crater 
comprise a series of terrace*. scarps. and irregular sloping surfaces that 
descend ,-tepwise from the crest to  tlie crater floor, a roughly circular area 
of generally low relief 50 km in dianieter. A few low peaks rise above the 
floor near the center of the crater. 

The outer slopes of the rim are characterized 1.9- a distinctive topography. 
Rounded hills ancl ridges are combined in a l i~~mmocky array that consists of 
humps and swales near the crest of the rim and passes gradually outward 
into a system of elongate riclges ancl depressions with a vague subradial 
alignment. The relief of the ridges gradually clirnini-ilies until it is no longer 
discernible at  a distance of about 80 kin from the crest of the rim. Beyond 
this distance the rim passes gradationally into the ray system. 

The re?- ,-ystem. v-hich extends out more than 500 km from Copernicus, 
consists mainly of arc-like ancl loop-shaped streaks of relatively highly 
reflective material on a generally dark part of the Moon's surface. I n  certain 
photometric characteristics the rays are essentially an extension of the crater 
rim and cannot be sharply delimited from it. The major arcs and loops can 
be locally resolved into an echelon feather-shaped element. ranging from 
15 to  50 1<1n in length, with the long axes of the element aligned approxi- 
mately radially with respect to the center of the crater. 

Within the rays. and preponderantly near the concave margins of the 
major arc and loops. numerous elongated depressions or gouge-like craters in 
the lunar ~ i r f a e e  may lie seen that range in length from the limit of telescopic 
resolution to about 8 km (Fig. 3 ) .  Visible depressions or gouges lie a t  the 
proximal ends of many ray elements, though there is not a correspondence 
of one gouge for each clistingui~l~a1~le ray element. At very low angles of 
illumination the Moon's surface along the rays can be seen to be roughenecl 
([I]. p. 289. 291). The roughness is due. a t  least in part. to  the presence of 
the gouge-like craters and very low rims around these craters. 

A full explanation of the ray pattern and associated gouge-like craters 
can be given in terms of the ballistics of material ejected from Copernicus 
[ 2 ] .  In this explanation the gouges are formed mainly by impact of individual 
large fragments or clusters of large fragments ejected, from Copernicus ancl 
the ray elements are splashes of crushed rock derived chiefly from the impact 
of tliese fragments. The ray system may thus be conceived as a discontinuous 
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thin layer of eject& derived partly from the main central crater and partly 
from the local gouges. 

The radial f recpenc~  distribution of gouges sho\+s a sharp mode near 
160 kin from the center of Copernicus. At greater distances the frequenq 
drop' off rapidly. and toward the outer extremity of the ray system the 
frequency drops gradually to  zero. If we come closer to Copernicus from the 

FII.. 3. Annotiitec1 photograph of tlie Copernicus region. Photograph taken by F. G. 
Pea'-e a t  tlie Kill-in. Hooker telescope in 19:"). Mount 'VVilson Observatory. 

modal distance. the frequency drops off very rapidly. evidently owing chiefly 
to the fact that tov arc1 the main crater the gouges in the pre-existing lunar 
firface tend to be covered up or smothered under an increasingly thick 
deposit of material making 11p the crater rim. The smothering effect begins 
about 80 lim from the edge of the crater. about where the relief of the sub- 
radial ridges can first be seen. and from this distance inward there is essenti- 
ally a continuous blanket of ejecta. The thicliness of this blanket ranges 
from a feather edge at  its outer extremity. beyond which the pre-existing 
lunar surface is exposed between the rays. to a maximum that probably does 
not exceed about 1000 111, the height of the rim. 
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Scattered over the lunar disk are many other craters the size of Copernicus 
ancl smaller that have similar l~iunmocky rims. I n  general, the ratio of the 
v-iclth of the l ~ u ~ ~ ~ m o c k y  terrain to the diameter of the crater decreases with 
clecreasins size of the  crater. Around some craters almost all the rim terrain 

u 

ir- made up of a nearly random arrangement of l~un~rnocks typical of the rim 
crest at  Copernicus: around others the rim is marked by a strong radial or 
subradial pattern of low ridges typical of the peripheral zone of the rim of 
Copernicus. Visible gouges surround the rims of all such craters approaching 
Coperniciis in size. The interior walls of these craters are almost invariably 
terraced. the floors are irregular, and nearly all have a central peak or peaks. 

Many craters with this group of characteristics are the foci of prominent 
ray patterns, but many others. such as Eratosthenes (Fig. '2) lack rays 
entirely. Where they are not overlapped by Copernican rays, the rim and 
floor of Eratosthenes have relatively low reflectivity or albeclo. Wherever 
a rayless crater like Eratostl~enes or a crater with very faint rays occurs in an 
area with bright r a p  from some other crater, the bright ray pattern is in 
all cases superimposed on the darker crater or 011 the faint ray pattern. - 

From this sequence and from the fact that both craters with rays ancl rayless 
craters are widely distributed over the surface of the 3100x1, we infer that 
some process or combination of processes is a t  work on the lunar surface 
that causes fading of tile rays and other parts of the SIoon's surface with 
high reflectivity. 

It can be shown that  the exterior ballistics for a lunar crater, the velocities 
and angles at  which fragments are ejected, are independent of the size of the 
crater and the volume of material thrown out [?I. A fragment ejected a t  a 
given velocity and angle of elevation will go just as far from a small crater 
as it will from a large crater. A small volume of material ejected, from a 
small crater. therefore. tends to be as widely distributed as a large volume 
of material from a large crater. But  since the smaller volume is distributed 
over a comparable area, the lateral and vertical dimensions of the continuous 
layer of ejecta must obey different scaling laws than the dimensions of the 
crater. 

The ratio of maximum thickness of the ejecta layer on the rim to  the 
diameter of the crater and the ratio of the extent of the  continuous ejecta 
layer surrounding the crater to  the diameter of the crater should decrease 
with decreasing size of the crater. There may be a lower limiting size of 
craters on the Moon around which only scattered fragments ancl no con- 
tinuous layer of ejecta will be found. These scaling relations are partly 
confirmed by the riin heights ancl the extent of the rim material of the 
smaller lunar craters. The width of the visible  hummock^ terrain diminishes 
rapidly with decreasing crater diameter so that  craters of 15 kin diameter 
ancl smaller are encompassed only by narrow belts of continuous rim deposits 
generally less than 5 km wide. An example of such a crater is Hortensius 
(Fig. 2). Major rim deposits are associated only with the  larger craters. 

STRATIGRAPHY o r  THE COPERNIC~S REGION 
I11 the Copernicus region the surface of the Moon is underlain mainly by 

an overlapping series of deposits surrounding major craters. The materials 
have been grouped into five stratigraphic subdivisions: from oldest to 
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youngest tllese are (1) pre-Imbrian material, (2) the Inibrian system, (3) tlie 
Proeellarian system, (4) the Eratostlienian system, and ( 5 )  the Copernican 
system. These stratigraphic subdivisions correspond to  five intervals of time 
which we will call periods. A brief description of the stratigraphic relations 
and surface characteristics of each system is given in the following pages. 
A more detailed description of each system and its photometric properties 
will accompany reports on specific regions that  are currently being mapped 
by the U.S. C4eological Survey. 

PRE-LTIRRIAS MATERIAL 

Xo material of pre-Inlbrian age can definitely be shown to be exposed in 
the Copernicus region. but pre-Imbrian rocks mav crop out on ridges and 
hills in the Carpathian Mountains and on scattered ridges and hills east+, 
west, and south of Copernicus in areas indicated on the map (Fig. 2) .  The 
overlying Imbrian system, if present on these ridges, appears to be very thin. 
The Imbrian system can be inferred with high confidence to overlie a surface 
of complex relief that includes riclges. valleys. and craters. Rocks which 
underlie the Imbrian probably have diverse origins ancl a complex history. 
Because craters are a conspicuous component of the pre-Imbrian terrain. it 
is likely that the pre-Imbrian includes niany crater rim deposits like those 
associated with craters of younger age. The overlying Imbrian system thins 
rapidly south of the Copernicus region, ancl pre-Imbrian material is probably 
widely exposed in the soutliern hemisphere of tile 310011. Detailed mapping 
in the southern regions may show that the  pre-Imbrian can be divided into 
many separate mappable stratigrapllic units. 

DIBRIAS SYSTEM 

The Imbrian system is the oldest widely exposed stratigraphic unit in the 
Copernicus region. It is continuously exposed from the Carpathian Moun- 
tains southward to a group of hills or low mountains north of Hortensius 
and in a broad area south of Copernicus between tlie longitudes of Reinhold 
ancl Gambart. The topography developed on the Imbrian is unique. It is 
a gently rolling surfaee studded in most places with close-spaced low hills 
and intervening depressions generally ranging from 1 to  4 km across. Isolated 
larger hills and elongate ridges occur, but these may, in the main, merely 
reflect buried pre-Imbrian topography. The numerous small-scale topo- 
graphic features impart a shagreen appearance to the Imbrian as i t  is seen 
t l ~ o u g l i  the telescope or on photographs with high resolution a t  certain 
angles of illurnin a t' ion. 

"Most of the Imbrian has an  albedo intermediate between the extremes of 
the range of lunar albedo, but locally, north of Gambart (shown as I1 ed on 
the map. Fig. 2) and in isolated exposures in Sinus Aestuum and to  the vest,  
the Imbrian has a very low albedo. These areas of low albedo are some of the 
darkest places on the Aloon. 

The surface on which the Imbrian rests in the  Copernicus region appears 
to include prominent linear ridges and intervening valleys in the  Carpathian 
Mountains and the area south-east of the Carpathian Mountains and includes 
a few recognizalile pre-Inibrian eraters such as Stadius that are nearly filled 

" In th i s  report east and west will be used according t o  astronomical convention as 
shown i n  Fig. 1. 
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with Iiiil~rian and younger strata. I n  niost of the area between Reinhold and 
Gambart ancl north of Gambart the pre-Imbrian is apparently so deeply 
Luriecl that this buried surface has little influence on the topography devel- 
oped on the Imbrian, except possibly at  a few isolated lulls. Gambart. a 
crater north-west of Reinhold (Reinhold B), ancl a crater north of Copernicus 
(Gay-Luswc) are partly filled with Iinljrian. but it is not clear whether these 
craters are pre-Inihrian in age or should be assigned to the Imbrian period. 
Vnlike most craters partly filled with Iinbrian material the rims of these 
three craters are not broken or displaced 117 linear trenches. ivhich are part 
of a system of linear features referred to by Gilbert ([3]. p.  275-279) as 
Inibrian sculpture. features which characterize part of the pre-Iinbriaii 
terrain. The Imbrian may be a few thousand meters thick where i t  fills or 
partly fills some of the pre-Imbrian craters and the valleys in the Carpathian 
Mountains. but it is evidently thin and perhaps locally absent vliere i t  covers 
or laps against the crests of old crater rims and certain high ridges. as 
indicated 1))- relative sharpness of form of these features. 

The Imbrian is extensively exposed in a very large region around the 
southern margin of ^lare I m b r i ~ ~ ~ i l  and is probably related in origin to tlie 
great topographic basin which the mare occupies. Essentially the materials 
of the Imbrian system forin an immense sheet partly surrounding Mare 
Imbrium. Gilbert ([31. p. 274-277). Dietz ([&I. p. 373), Baldwin ([.5]. p. 210- 
212). Vrey ([($I. p. 221). and Kniper ([I}. p. 1104: [I]. p. 290-295) have 
interpreted. each in a somewhat different -way. part of the material which 
v c  recognize as the Imhrian system as eject8 froin some place in the region 
occupied by ^lare Iinbrium. On the basis of its distribution and surface 
characteristics we concur with the interpretation of this material as cjecta, 
but tlie recognition of the Imbrian system is independent from the problem 
of it.-, mode of origin and. source. I t  has been named Imbrian for the extensive 
exposures that partially surround. ^lare Iinbrium. 

PKOCELLARIAX SYSTE3I 

The Procellarian system in the Copernicus region forms the relatively 
~ i ioo t l i  dark floors of the Oceairus Procellarum. Mare Imbrium. and Sinus 
Ae.-ituum and rests strtitigraphically on the Imbrian system. I t  is the 
material xhich partly fills the topographic depressions of the Oceanus 
Procelhmun and the maria. The name is talien from the Oceanus Procellarun~ 
'vs-liicli is by far the largest area of exposure of the Procellarian on the >loon. 
The albedo of the Procellariati is everywhere relatively low, but is by no 
means uniform. Determination of the photometric characteristics of the 
Procellarian in the Copernicus region is complicated by the presence of the 
superimposed Copernican rays. I n  areas between the rays the albeclo of 
Procellarian is lowest east of Landsberg and just north of Hortensius ancl 
highest in Sinus Aestuum. At no place is the albedo of the Procellarian as 
low as that of the dark Iinbrian material north of Gambart. but in general 
the Procellarian has a lower albedo than most of the Imbrian system and 
most of the other stratigraphic units on the 310011. 

Relief on the Procellarian is exceptionally low compared to most other 
parts of the lunar surface. but the surface of the Procellarian is not feature- 
less. Characteristic topographic forms intrinsic to the Procellarian include 
ridges. some of them probably more than 100 111 high. ancl low conical and 
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dome-shaped hills up to 100 to 200 111 high and 5 to 10 km across. Rarely do 
tlie slope-? on any of these features exceed about 5". 

Individual ridges are typically 15 to  30 kin long ancl they occur both 
singly and in complex en echelon systems. such as one extending into Sinus 
Aestimm that is nearly 200 km long. The ridges have commonly been inter- 
preted as folds by previous investigators and are shown sy~nbolically as 
anticlines on the map. but the structure of the ridges may be more complex 
or even entirely different than ordinary anticlines. By telescopic examination 
Kuiper ([I], p. 302) has found protrusions ancl fissure-like depressions on 
their crests. 

SIany of the low hills. which are referred to in the lunar literature as 
" clones ". have small craters in their smiunits: within the limits of tele- 
ncopic resolution some of these features resemble small terrestrial basaltic 
diielcl volcanoes ancl are so interpreted in the cross-sections accompanyi~ig 
the i iup. The surfaces of many of the " domes ". however. unlike inost shield 
volcanoen. are distinctly convex. The iiiargins of the " domes " "  are topo- 
graphically distinct and can be readily mapped. but it is not certain whether 
they are formed of material that is superimposed, on the other Procellarian 
material or whether the domes are merely structural features in the Pro- 
cellaritin. Most of the dome material appears t o  be photometrically indis- 
tinguishable from the rest of the Procellarian. 

In the Copernicus region tlie Procellarian rents nearly everywhere on the 
Imbrian system, and the surface of contact has considerable relief. Many 
isulatecl exposures of Imbriiin occur on liills where tlie Imbrian rises above 
the level of the Procellarian in the midst of areas generally covered by the 
Procellarian. Elsew here the Procellarian extends along comparatively narrow 
cliannehvays or corridors into areas of general Iiiibrian exposure. Local 
ei.ii~q)lctcl~- isoliited exposures of the Procellarian occur Â¥within craters such 
cis Gtimbart. The thickness of the Proccllarirtii. as judged from the extent 
ancl clistributimi of partly buried pre-Procellarian features. is pro1)ably no- 
where greater than a few tliousand meters in the Copernicus region. I n  
other regions of the Moon it may be thicker (compare with Marshall [8]). 

Iii the past tlie Proccllarian material has very generally been interpreted 
to be volcanic. but recentlj- the hypothesis has been advanced (Gold [9]; 
C+ilvarry [lo]) that the material referred to here as the Procellaria11 system 
is composed entirely of dust or fragmental debris derived by nom-olcanic 
p roce~cs .  Except for the volcano-shaped clomer-. only a few features of form 
and %tale characteristic of terrestrial lava fields have been found on the 
Proccllarian. An irregular extension of the Procellarian between C4a1til)art 
and Reinhold resembles a large lava flow, and a low scarp near the terminus 
may lie a secondary flow front, possibly indicative of more than one surge 
of fluid. The exact nature of the scarp is not known however. It is a low 
rise on the surface of the Procellariail and could be a flow front, a monocline, 
or related in some way to the riclgcs that occur else-ft here on tlie Procellarian. 
Whatever the origin of the Procellarian systeiii. it can be shown that the 
Procellarian is definitely older than a large number of strata that  are super- 
imposed upon it. 

E R A T O S T I I E S I A S  S Y S T E M  

The Eratosthenian system coiiipri~es the rim deposits surrounding Era- 
to'thenes. Reinhold. LancI<berg. and a inimbcr of smaller craters and the 
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material that occupies tlie floors of these craters. Eratosthenian deposits 
r e 4  on the Inibrian and Procellarian systems and locally may rest on pre- 
Iriibrian material. Individual cleposits surrounding each of the three largest 
Eratosthenian craters rest on both the Imbrian and the Procellarian. The 
most extensive of these cleposits is associated with the crater Eratosthenes, 
from ~ h i c l i  the name for tlie system is taken. A pattern of mimerous gouges 
in tlie Procellarian in both Mare Irnbrium and Sinus Aestiuirn on either side 
of Eratosthenes (Fig. 3) shows conclusively that ejecta from this crater are 
supcri~~iposccl on tlie Procellarian. 

Era'to~thenian deposit-' are characterized ancl can be db'ti~~guished 
photometrically from nearly all stratigrapllically higher deposits of the 
Copernican bystem by tlieir low to medium albedo. Where it is not over- 
lapped by Copeniican rays. the rim of Eratosthenes has a lover albedo tlian 
tlie l'rocellarian system in the adjacent parts of Mare Inibriiim and Sinus 
Aestuniii. The albedo of the rim deposit of Reinhold is about the same as 
that of the immecliatel~ adjacent part of the Procellarian system and dis- 
tinctly lower than the albedo of the nearby Imbrian system, on which mo:Â¥- 
{if tile Eei~iholcl cjecta re.-'t. Erato:Â¥-tlicnia deposits around Land+berg have 
nearly the same alheclo as nearby Imbrian exposures. which is distinctly 
higher than tlie albedo of the adjacent Procellarian. 

The topography of the Eratosthe~lia~i cleposits varies -with the size of the 
individual craters Â¥f it11 which they arc associated. Tapper slopes of the rim 
of Eratosthene.-i are irregularly hummocky. hut low siibraclial riclgcs are 
present near the outer extremity of the ejecta blanket. The rim deposits of 
Reinhold ancl Lanchberg are entirely liumniocl<~-. Ei~i is  of the smaller Era- 
tostlienian craters are narroxv and smooth at  tlie scale observable through 
the telescope. The tl~icl<~~e:Â¥-se of the rim deposit+ range from a feather edge 
to maxima that probably do not exceed the height of the crater rims above 
the surrounding terrain. about 600 in in tile case of Eratosthenes. the largest 
Eratostlienian crater in the region. 

The floors of the larger Eratostlienian craters have sinall-scale topo- 
graphic features and photometric characteristics similar in some respects to 
the rim deposit:Â¥- The floors have 1)een outlined and clesig~iatccl somewhat 
arbitrarily as breccia on the map to differentiate the material that underlies 
the crater floors from the ejecta of the rims. which presumably have been 
throw 11 out. I n  the cross section, which is necessarily speculative, the breccia 
is interpreted as a deep lens under the crater by analogy with large terrestrial 
impact craters (Shoemaker [2] ) .  

The deposits around the various craters in the Copernicu:Â¥ region that 
have been grouped in the Eratostlienian system probably have a vide range 
in age, but all can lie shown to  he post-Iinbrian and most of the deposits 
rest partly or entirely on the Procellarian ancl thus are post-Procellarian. 
Xearly all of the Eratosthenian deposits are partly overlapped by Coper- 
nican rays ancl are therefore pre-Copernican. 

COPERXICAX SYSTEM 

The Copernican system, the stratigraphically highest system in the 
Copernicus region. includes several mappable units. The most extensive 
units of the Copernican system are the rays and run deposits of the crater 
Copernicus and the rays of several smaller craters, notably Hortensius and 
a bright ray crater east of Garlibart. Other units in the Copernican system 
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have been termed breccia, talus. and dark ejecta. As in the Eratosthenian 
craters. the material that  occupies the more or less level floors of the larger 
Copernican craters has been mapped separately and somewhat arbitrarily 
as breccia. The term talus has been applied to  all material of high albedo on 
smooth steep slopes. Among the stratigraphically highest units in the  region 
are the dark rim deposits of certain small craters that  are superposed on the 
ejecta blanket and rays of Copernicus. Because of their stratigraphic position 
these dark deposits have been included in the  Copernican system although 
they contrast photometrically with the  other Copernican units. Various 
units of the Copernican system rest on all the other stratigraphic systems in 
the Copernicus region. 

The albedo of all units of the Copernican system. except for the small 
dark rim deposit-.. ranges from medium to high and is higher than the 
albedo of am- of the other stratigraphic sy.-.tein. The 'wall of the ray crater 
east of C4amI.iart (Giinibart A) is one of the liriglitest places on the surface of 
the Moon, but in some places the Copernican units have only slightly higher 
albedo than adjacent systems. The ejecta lilanket around C'opernieiis is 
mottled with streaks ancl patches of lower albedo than the average for the 
blanket, which is considerably lo- er than the albedo of the rim deposit of 
Gambart A. 

The rays present a peculiar problem in cartograpli~ liecause they have 
110 well-defined 1~nincIarie-i. Their cliffuse margins are probably areas "where 
fragments of Copernican ejccta are scattered individually over the lunar 
surface ancl iniich pre-Copernican material is exposed. The measurable 
alliedo at  any place on the rays would therefore contain the integrated effect 
of Copernican ejecta ancl whatever pre-Copernican material is present at  the 
surface. The ravs have no cleterminable thickness and their topography is 
thus the pre-Copernicati topography modified locally In- the presence of 
gougea. For these reasons a stipple pattern overprinted on the pre-Copernican 
units v a s  chosen to represent the ray material on the present map. 

Vnits mapped as talus in the Copernicus region occur only on dopes 
exceeding W .  Most such slopes occur on the walls of the smaller craters, 
and nearly all slopes this steep have a high albedo, regardless of the age of 
the crater or the allieclo of the elect& surrounding the crater. This correlation 
between albedo and slope suggests that fresh material of a high albedo is 
being continuo~ialy or intermittently exposed l q  mass movement on the 
slopes: hence. it ha-. been termed talus. Similar material probably occurs 
along steep scarps characterized by higher than average albedo that separate 
terraces on the walls of Copernicus. but for the sake of clarity of the map 
have not been shown. Tlie liases of the scarps are indicated by ~ymbols  for 
faults. 

Tlie Copernican dark rim deposits. which form small diffuse haloes around 
craters rangi~ia from 1 to  5 li111 across. have been tentatively interpreted by 
us as dark colored volcanic ash [ l l ,  21. They are unusual features which are 
peculiar to the  Copernicus region, and a few other widely separated localities 
on the Moon. One small crater is present in the southern hemisphere of the 
Moon (Buch B )  around which there are both bright ancl dark rays. Only for 
these few deposits and some exceptional dark streaks ancl haloes in Coper- 
nican ejecta blankets does the albedo fail as a criterion for the recognition of 
Copernican material. 

The individual deposits assigned to  the Copernican system probably range 
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videly in age but all are superimposed on pre-Copernican strata or on the 
ejecta from Copernicus itself. Rays from Copernicus are superi~nposed a t  
one place or another on all exposures of pre-Copernican units in the Coper- 
nicus region except for a few small isolated areas of outcrop of pre-Iinbrian. 
Imbrian. and Eratosthenian material. The rays ancl rim deposits of two 
small bright ray craters and from several dark halo craters are. in turn. 
superiinposecl on the ejecta blanket of Copernicus. The stratigrapl~ic relations 
between the rays of Copernicus ancl bright rays of certain other Copernican 
craters such as Hortensius and Gainbart A have not vet been demonstrated 
conclnsively. but the very bright r a p  of Gambert A appear to be superim- 
posecl on the somewhat darker rays of Copernicus. 

EILLS AND CIIAIN-CRATER 3IATEEIAL 

Rills. which are long narrow trenches in the lunar surftice, and craters 
aligned in a chain or a row that passes laterally into a rill. occur in Sinus 
Ae-'tunm and Mare Imbrium. These features are developed on the Procel- 
aria11 and are overlapped by Copernican rays ancl locally 115- the ejecta 
blanket. Tlleir age is not clefinitel>- established. as they could be either late 
Procellarian or Eratosthenian or possibly early Copernican. The chain 
craters have distinct raised rims but the extent of any ejecta that may have 
)een derived from them has not heen determined. The material on the floors 
of these craters and in the rills is shown on the map as a unit separate from 
the surrounding Procellarian material. but the areas of exposure are so small 
that it is difficult to discriminate the material photometrically from the 
Proccllarian. 

THE LVXAR TIME SCALE 
Reconnaissance studies indicate that the stratigrapl1ic s p t e m s  recognized 

in the Copernicus region can he correlated and mapped over most of the 
visible hemisphere of the Moon. ancl the  systems have Tieen traced 113- 
photogeologic mapping from the Copernicus region into the contiguous 
regons. A lunar time scale corresponding to the stratigraphic systems 
described ancl extending from the beginning of lunar history to the present 
is therefore proposed as follows: 

Present time 
Copernican period 
Eratorithenian period 
Procelltiria11 period 
Imbrian period 
pre-Imbritin time 

Beginning of lunar history. 
The periods are defined as consecutive. 

The beginning of the Imbrian period is defined as the moment of deposi- 
tion of the stratigraphicall?- lowest material in the Imbrian system. This 
material lies a t  the base of the great Imbrian sheet extending south of Mare 
Imbrium. All of lunar history prior to this moment malies up pre-Imbrian 
time, an historical interval that may be divisible into formal periods in 
future investigations. 

The end of the Iinbrian period ancl beginning of the Procellarian period 
is the moment of deposition of the stratigraphically lowest material of the 



pro cell aria^^ system. Considerable evidence indicates that the Imbrian 
period occupies a significant interval of absolute time in lunar history. Tlie 
rim deposit around the crater Arcliiniedes (Fig. 1). for example. overlies tlie 
Inibrian sheet and is in turn overlain by the Procellarian. Xumerous other 
craters outside the Copernicus region were formed during the Imbrian period. 
and the ejecta from them are part of the  Imbrian system. 

The end of the Procellarian period and beginning of the Eratostlienian 
period is defined as the moment when deposition or emplacement of the 
stratigraphically liighest material in the Procellarian system ended. Statisti- 
cal studies of the distribution of Eratostlienian and Copernican craters on 
the Procellarian [I?] suggest that the top of the Procellarian system is about 
the same age wherever the Procellarian occnrs on the Moon. The absolute 
time interval occupied by the Procellarian period is probably relatively 
short. 

The end of the Eratostlieniiin period is operationally defined as the 
moment of deposition of tlie faintest rays that can be discriminated photo- 
metrically by their higher albedo. Implicit in this definition is tlie working 
hypothesis that the albedo of all rays has decreased with the passare of time. 
that the rate of decrease is a monotonic function of time and similar for all 
bright rays. and that tlie photometric properties of the rays approach those 
of the material on which they are deposited so that the r q s  ultimately 
disappear. A corollary of this working hypothesis is that many or  nod 
Eratosthenian craters. such as Eratosthenes. v, ere once the foci of rays that 
have disappeared. All Eratostlieiiian craters. are by definition, devoid of 
rays. Tlie local relative stratigraphic sequence of all Eratostlienian and 
Copernican craters so far mapped or studied is consistent with this working 
hypothesis. 

The Copernican period is taken as extending to the present. Studies of 
crater frequency distribution. "which will be reported elsewhere, suggest that 
the Eratostlienian and Copernican periods, taken together. correspond to 
tlie greater part of geological time and that the Copernican period represents 
somewhat less than half of this total interval. If this is so, the earlier periods 
are comparatively compressed intervals in absolute time. but ones of coil- 
siderable activity in the development of the lunar surface features. 

The deposition of most individual deposits of ejecta probably occurs in 
extremely small fractions of tlie total span of lunar history. and the  precis^ 
position of the type Eratostlienian deposits of the Copernicus region and tlie 
tvpe Copernican deposits within the Eratostlienian and Copernican periods. 
as defined. is not known. The number of small bright ray craters snperiin- 
posed on the ejccta blanket of Copernicus suggests it was formed in the later 
third of the  Copernican period. Further stuclies are expected to show that 
it is possible to subdivide tlie Copernican period and correlate Copernican 
ejecta accorcling to  the albedo of the r a p .  

Tlie causes of tlie fading of the rays are not knoun. but two procebses 
acting on tlie lunar surface may be expected to contribute to  tlie lowering 
of their albedo: (1) solar ultraviolet irradiation and coanic ray bombardment. 
and ( 2 )  niicroinetcorite bombardment. High energy radiation is known to 
lower tlie albedo of soine silicate and other rock-forming inaterials. and tlie 
processes of bombardment bv micrometeorites and small meteorites serve 
to mix the bright ejecta forming the rays with underlying and adjacent 
materials of the lunar surface. 
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EXPLANATION 

Stratigraphic Uniti 

Dark ejects 
Prabablf basaltic or dork colored volcanic ash. 
Forms ,a"e,' ,0"8j"* fmm 0 femhsr edce t o  Se"*fd 
hundred feet thick surroun*ine small craters {probably 
moo,.,"p v O , C ~ " ~ , , .  ,"!,*#, s",f!ce Orobcb," 
,",W,h 0, 2 h ~  %to,* Of fee, end tmches, 

Eiecta blanket Breccia 

Pre-lmbrian rocks (undifferentiated) 
Praboblf Oossibly volcanic includes or breccia other igneous Infers of rocks. ej-a her c d  to 

some DIOC*S be COrared whh 0 ,hi" ",on,,< Of 

Surface Characteristics 

Fault 
Dashed where apprmimately located 

V O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ P ~  ~ ~ ~ b ~ b t ~  smooth cspgmph;< at the scale fwms. sf feet 
U, tipthrown side: D, downthrown side 

and ,"the,: 4"?,i81 Srn8Il SC.I* r d e f  
prsbabl" meteorite lhPse,Y bornbardme",, reduced by insolation %",.I1 and Concealed fault or frnctwe 

-.,--,- Queried where brobable 

Syncline 
showing trace of axial plane 

Flow f m n t  or monocline 
h o g  d i n  of slope of surface scarp 

Fie. 2. Preliminary photogeologic map of the Copernicus region of the Moon 




